
Deaf Hawaii News, September 3, 2019 

PRESS RELEASE 

 

Who: SOAR (save our Angel Ramos, friends of the Hawaii State School for the 

Deaf and the Blind (HSDB) 

What: Report on Picket Rally and info provided by R. Mahoe, Complex Area 

Superintendent at her meeting with the HSDB faculty 

Where: HSDB, 3440 Leahi Ave. in Waikiki 

When: Report after the August 30th Rally 

Contact: David Simmons- 808-683-8430 (Text) 

Report and Response by SOAR: 

20 individuals representing SOAR (Save Our Angel Ramos) provided a Picket Rally on 

Friday 12-5:15 pm at Hawaii State School for the Deaf (HSDB) and the Blind outside the 

fenced campus.  Their hope was to educate passersby and those attending the 3pm 

information meeting chaired by Ms. Rachelle Mahoe, Complex Area for school faculty. 

The faculty repeatedly asked why highly qualified Dr. Angel Ramos, PhD Ed was moved to 

Kalakaua Middle School as Vice Principal and a Principal with no Deaf education 

credentials replaced him.  The answer typically given to direct questions, “I can’t tell you.” “I 

don’t know.” “I have no answer to that.” 

The faculty then spoke to impress on Ms. Mahoe the value of having a Principal qualified by 

knowledge of American Sign Language (ASL), Deaf culture, and education of Deaf children. 

The one response given: There are many faculty members at HSDB with that knowledge. 

Response by SOAR:  Placing a person with no knowledge of ASL and Deaf Education as 

Principal is like putting a French speaking golf coach in charge of Hawaii’s Football team. 

Without leadership that knows the language used by the players and game of football, they 

could not have beaten Arizona.  

SOAR was pleased that Hawaii News Now covered the event and reported very accurately. 

They even talked with Dr. Ramos who said, “I was not only surprised but shocked by the 

sudden decision.” 


